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Elementary Propositions and Independence

JOHN L. BELL and WILLIAM DEMOPOULOS

Abstract This paper is concerned with Wittgenstein’s early doctrine of the
independence of elementary propositions. Using the notion of a free generator
for a logical calculus—a concept we claim was anticipated by Wittgenstein—
we show precisely why certain difficulties associated with his doctrine cannot
be overcome. We then show that Russell’s version of logical atomism—with
independent particulars instead of elementary propositions—avoids the same
difficulties.

We intend to discuss a basic notion of logical atomism: that of independence. Ele-
mentary propositions are clearly central to Wittgenstein’s atomism; their character-
ization rests on the doctrine of their independence. And a central tenet of Russell’s
atomism is that the world is decomposable into independent components. Our aim is
to elucidate these two uses of independence and the conceptions of elementary propo-
sition to which they give rise.

1 Elementary propositions as free generators One of the central and most prob-
lematic concepts in theTractatus is that of ‘elementarsatz’ or elementary proposi-
tion. By this is meant a proposition in some sense not further analyzable into simpler
propositions. Of this concept it is asserted in theTractatus:

5.3 Every proposition is the result of truth operations on elementary prop-
ositions.1

That is, elementary propositions are to be regarded as the ultimate propositional con-
stituents or generators of propositions: in this respect elementary propositions are
propositional atoms, or atomic propositions. We also find the following further as-
sertions concerning elementary propositions:

4.211 It is a sign of a proposition’s being elementary that there can be no el-
ementary proposition contradicting it.

5.134 One elementary proposition cannot be deduced from another.
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Wemay take these as asserting that elementary propositions are (logically) indepen-
dent of one another. Now on what grounds can it be claimed that atomic propositions,
in the sense of generators, satisfy this independence condition? To clarify this ques-
tion, let us examine some familiar logical systems.

Consider first thepropositional calculus. Here propositions are built up by
applying the logical operators to an initial stock of proposition letters which are
in another, completely natural sense, atomic propositions, since they are of mini-
mal length. They are alsoindependent in the strong sense that, for any finite set
{P1, . . . , Pn} of them, no conjunction of the formX1 & · · · & Xn is ever inconsistent,
where eachXi is eitherPi or ¬Pi.

This situation has a more general algebraic description. If, following the sug-
gestion of 5.141, we identify (provably) equivalent propositions of the propositional
calculus, we obtain aBoolean algebra—the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra associated
with the propositional calculus. A subsetX of a Boolean algebraB is said to be
free, and its elementsindependent, if for any finite subset{x1, . . . , xn} of X, we have
y1 ∩ · · · ∩ yn �= 0 where eachyi is eitherxi or x∗

i (= the Boolean complement ofxi).

X is said togenerate B if B is the least subalgebra ofB containingX, in other words,
if every element ofB can be expressed in the formy1 ∪ · · · ∪ yn , where eachyi is of
the formz1 ∩ · · · ∩ zm with zi ∈ X or z∗

i ∈ X.2 Finally B is said to befreely generated
if it has a free set of generators.

Now the Boolean algebraPROPassociated with the propositional calculusis
freely generated, and the propositional letters constitute a free set of generators. Thus,
the propositional calculus provides a perfectly good, if restricted, model of Wittgen-
stein’s scheme of elementary propositions, one that well illustrates his notion of el-
ementarity, and the two notions of atomicity, introduced above. But Wittgenstein of
course worked with a much richer language than that underlying the propositional
calculus: in particular he required that universal and existential assertions be formu-
lable. It is natural, therefore, to extend our discussion to the predicate calculus.

We first consider the pure predicate calculus PC. We assume that the underly-
ing language contains a setC of infinitely many constant symbols. LetPREDbe the
Boolean algebra obtained by identifying equivalent sentences in PC.PREDhas a cer-
tain additional structure obtained by noting that quantified sentences are the suprema
and infima of certain subsets, viz.,

∃xϕ(x) = sup{ϕ(c) : c ∈ C}
∀xϕ(x) = inf{ϕ(c) : c ∈ C}.

For this reason we shall callPREDaquantifier algebra.3 This is, of course, analogous
to Wittgenstein’s discussion of quantification. Wittgenstein’s account differs from the
one we have given in terms of the notion of a quantifier algebra only in the choice of
truth-function with respect to which he defines the quantifiers4; Wittgenstein uses a
generalization of the Sheffer stroke rather than suprema and infima.

Now it can be shown that the set of atomic sentences (i.e., the set of correspond-
ing equivalence classes) is free inPRED and that it also generates it as a quantifier
algebra. (For a proof of this assertion, see Rasiowa and Sikorski [12], Chapter VIII,
24.1.) Thus, in this extended sense,PREDis freely generated by the set of atomic sen-
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tences, so that we obtain a satisfactory model of Wittgenstein’s scheme, with atomic
sentences again playing the role of elementary propositions (generators).

It has often been noted that Wittgenstein required of his elementary propositions
that they be logically independent of one another. It has also been observed that ele-
mentary propositions constitute the atomic constituents of more complicated propo-
sitions. What appears to have been missed, so far as we can determine, is the signifi-
cance of the combination of these two ideas, namely, that together they constitute an
anticipation of the notion of a free generator.5 Thus, from our point of view it is not
hard to see why Wittgenstein found his characterization of elementary propositions
an attractive one; we can also give a complete answer to a question posed by David
Pears:

“It is a sign of a proposition’s being elementary that there can be no elementary
proposition contradicting it.” (Tractatus, 4.211) Why did Wittgenstein require
the elementary propositions of theTractatus to pass this difficult test? ([10],
p. 74)

On our account, Wittgenstein had, in effect, hit upon the idea of afree generator and
had correctly noted, in the applications he made of the notion to the propositional cal-
culus and to the pure predicate calculus, its connection with independence and with
the notion of atomicity which we associate with minimal size; he also perceived its
central role in these two logical systems. It is often remarked that the chief mathe-
matical contribution of theTractatus was Wittgenstein’s presentation of the method
of truth-tables. It seems to us that the articulation of the notion of a free generator
together with the recognition of its centrality in the systemsPROPandPRED was a
contribution of no less importance.

2 Free generators and the Grundgedanke of the Tractatus Wittgenstein’s
“Grundgedanke” or fundamental thought is presented at 4.0312:

My fundamental thought is that the “logical constants” do not represent. That
thelogic of the facts cannot be represented.

Negation is the logical constant with respect to which the ‘fundamental thought’ is
most fully elaborated in theTractatus. In order to better see Wittgenstein’s point in
connection with negation, Ramsey ([11], pp. 146f) suggested that we should imagine
the negation of an elementary proposition to be symbolically represented by invert-
ing the sentence expressing it. His idea appears to have been that this would remove
the temptation to think that in¬p the negation sign introduces an additional repre-
sentational element not already present inp, apoint made explicitly—or, at least, as
explicitly as any point is ever made in theTractatus—at 4.0621 (paragraph 3):

The propositionsp and¬p have opposite sense, but there corresponds to them
one and the same reality.

In particular this would remove any basis for supposing that there must be negative
facts in anything like the sense in which Russell appears to have supposed there to be
negative facts, namely, as states of affairs existing alongside atomic facts.6

It seems to us that Ramsey’s observation as well as other aspects of the funda-
mental thought are naturally captured by our account of elementary propositions as
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free generators. LetE be the set of elementary propositions andB the Boolean alge-
bra freely generated byE, so that B is the set of all propositions. We then have an
injectioni: E → B such thati[ E] is afree set of generators ofB. Weusually identify
p with i(p) for p ∈ E. But this can cause problems since the mapi is not uniquely
determined by E. For example, suppose given any suchi, call it i0 , and any sub-
set X of E; defineix : E → B by ix(p) = i0(p) for p ∈ X, andix(p) = i0(p)∗ for
p ∈ E − X. Thenix : E → B is an injection andix[ E] isalso a free set of generators
of B.7 Once elementary propositions are seen to be the atomic generators of all other
propositions—once it is seen, in other words, that all propositions are truth functions
of the elementary propositions—it remains to be observed only that the fundamental
thought holds of negation, since the latitude allowed byi extends only to the possi-
bility of assigningi(p)∗ to an elementary propositionp.

If the injection ofE into B is given byiX , wemay think of the elementary propo-
sitions inX as being “given positively,” and those not inX, “given negatively.” But
sinceX is arbitrary, so is the positive/negative distinction. That is, the members of
E are “without orientation” (neither positive nor negative). Theyacquire their orien-
tation only after insertion intoB. Wittgenstein’s pre-Tractarian notion that proposi-
tions are bipolar thus corresponds to the fact that, forp ∈ E, i0(p) as a free generator,
could equally well be replaced byi0(p)∗: p itself does not determine which one we
choose.8

In the Tractatus, elementary propositions both picture reality and constitute
the atomic generators of all other propositions. In our scheme, the distinction be-
tween these two functions is represented by the distinction betweenp andi(p). By
4.0621(3) (quoted earlier), the reality corresponding top, if p is true, is independent
of its insertion intoB by the injectioni. We have, therefore, to distinguish between
p as picture—something which does not depend on whether its image is given byi
or by ix , and indeed, does not depend onp’s insertion inB at all—and p’s role as a
propositional generator ofB; the latter does, of course, depend onp’s insertion into
B.

3 Independence lost Now it is well known that in [22] Wittgenstein came to ques-
tion the doctrine of elementary propositions just outlined. What was the difficulty that
caused him to do so? Consider the atomic sentences ‘Ga,’ ‘ Ra.’ These are indepen-
dent (free generators) inPRED. But if we now interpret ‘G’ asgreen, and ‘R’ as red,
and ‘a’ as aspeck in Ludwig’s visual field, we turn them into contraries. As we see
it, the difficulty is that Wittgenstein saw his account of elementary propositions not
merely as a theory of ‘empty forms,’ but as one which would encompass at least one
application. But in general, any specific application will have the effect ofobliterat-
ing the independence of elementary propositions. Notice that the critical point was
not the incompatibility of ‘a is red’ and ‘a is green’—something already observed in
theTractatus (6.3751)—but the recognition thathowever the scheme of elementary
propositions is applied, atomic propositions may no longer be independent, and so,
a fortiori, no longer elementary. This is why, in Pears’s phrase, independence is a
“difficult test” of elementarity.

Wittgenstein’s reference (at 4.04, quoted below) to Hertz’s discussion of dynam-
ical models (in [6], §§418–28), suggests that he saw his theory of elementary proposi-
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tions as a generalization of Hertz’s account of “any possible mechanical description”
(a point that is noted in Griffin [5], p. 5). The central idea which Wittgenstein took
from Hertz’s discussion of dynamical models was Hertz’s notion that a dynamical
model must have the right “mathematical multiplicity.” A stumbling block to a cor-
rect interpretation of Wittgentein’s appropriation of Hertz’s concept of mathematical
multiplicity is the juxtaposition of the two paragraphs which together make up 4.04:

In a proposition there must be exactly as many distinguishable parts as in the
situation that it represents.

The two must possess the same logical (mathematical) multiplicity. (Compare
Hertz’sMechanics on dynamical model.)

The first paragraph has misled commentators into supposing that Wittgenstein’s (and
Hertz’s) use of mathematical multiplicity and dynamical models is captured by the
notions of one-one correspondence and isomorphic image, with Wittgenstein (pre-
sumably following Hertz) adapting these notions to his conception of the proposition
as picture. The idea, on this interpretation, is that sameness of mathematical multi-
plicity (which is identified with the existence of a one-one correspondence) is what
is required if the names occurring in propositional signs are to be capable of “going
proxy” for objects.9 4.04, however, consists oftwo paragraphs, and it is by no means
evident that the second paragraph is merely a repetition, in other terminology, of the
first. And indeed, an examination of [6] shows that the notion of mathematical mul-
tiplicity plays an altogether different and far subtler role, both in Hertz’s discussion
and in Wittgenstein’s deployment of it. For Hertz, the requirement that a model have
the right mathematical multiplicity meant that in an analysis of motion it is necessary
to isolate the degrees of freedom characteristic of the system under study. In the sim-
plest case—a single particle in free space—each of the three dimensions along which
the particle’s position can vary constitutes a “degree of freedom,” and each compo-
nent degree of freedom can be set independently of any other.10 This is the idea which
is recalled when, just prior to his presentation of his general theory of propositions at
§§5.5ff, Wittgenstein tells us that such a theory requires

that we should construct a system of signs with a particular number of dimen-
sions—with a particular mathematical multiplicity. (5.475)

Wittgenstein’s notion of elementary proposition thus extended Hertz’s notion of
mathematical multiplicity or independence to the propositional generators of pure
logic—the general form ofany possible description. However, Wittgenstein failed
to give any indication of how to recover the particular forms of description which
underlie applications of this abstract framework. Obviously, the characterization of
elementary propositions was not supposed to be dependent upon the features peculiar
to its physical applications; nevertheless the account was supposed toencompass any
such application. In the process of characterizing elementary propositions, Wittgen-
stein articulated a theoretically important mathematical concept—that of a free gen-
erator; however the goal of encompassing applications of his theory of elementary
propositions eluded him. If, as Dummett [3] has persuasively argued, the principal
achievement of Frege’s theories of the cardinal and real numbers consisted in their
ability to account for our applications of the numbers, then it is somewhat ironic that
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the fatal defect of Wittgenstein’s theory of propositions should consist in itsinability
to provide for any application of the notion of an elementary proposition.

Formally, the situation may be described as follows. LetT be any (consistent)
theory in PC. We obtain a new Boolean algebraPREDT by identifying sentences when
they are provably equivalent inT : PREDT is a quotient ofPRED. Now, not only will
the atomic sentences fail to be independent, and so, not a free set of generators in
PREDT , the latter is, in general, not freely generated at all. Although atomic sentences
are independent relative to the ordering defined by

[ϕ] ≤ [ψ], if 
 ϕ → ψ,

they may bedependent relative to the ordering

[ϕ] ≤T [ψ],

given by

T ϕ → ψ.

The issue which has attracted the attention of commentators is whether the ordering
≤T adequately captures the nature of the dependence of [ϕ] and [ψ]. This is easily
illustrated in terms of our earlier example: it happens that

[ Ra] ≤T [Ga]∗,

so that [Ra] and [Ga] are dependent, sinceT contains the axiom

∀x[ R(x) → ¬G(x)],

which we may suppose governs what at 6.3751 Wittgenstein calls “the logical struc-
ture of colour.” And indeed, the question raised in [22] is whether the nature of the
incompatibility ofred andgreen is adequately represented by the mere material truth
of such an axiom, suggesting that the program implicit in theTractatus’s theory of el-
ementary propositions required the discovery of analyses of apparently simple pred-
icates likered andgreen, such that—under analysis—it would turn out that

[ Ra] ≤ [Ga]∗.

In other words, an analysis of ‘Ra’ and ‘Ga’ into properly elementary propositions
should have the effect of allowing us to drop the reference toT (or any other set of
extralogical axioms). From this perspective, the doctrine of elementary propositions
came to grief over the failure to discover such analyses, even for simple cases like
red andgreen. But even if there were an analysis ofred andgreen having the de-
sired consequence, this would make no difference. Any analysis must be carried out
in terms of some more basic family of predicates, and these predicates,whatever they
happen to be, will sustain relations precisely like those found to hold betweenred and
green—a fact that will call into question the soundness of supposing that the proposi-
tional atoms associated with the new predicates will prove to be independent. (For a
related discussion, see Allaire [1].) The difficulty, therefore, is not the effect of acci-
dental features of the applications we happen to have made of the predicate calculus,
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but is one which will arise inany material application of it. Initially, it might have
been thought that the difficulty could be avoided by observing that it is merely inde-
pendencerelative to some T which fails. However, once it is recognized that it isn’t a
matter of this or that analysis being right, but of every analysis apparently compromis-
ing the doctrine of the independence of elementary propositions, the question whether
it is independence relative toT or independencesimpliciter which fails becomes over-
shadowed by the question whether there can beany plausible material application of
the doctrine.

4 Independence regained: Russellian independence In any candidate application
of Wittgenstein’s theory of elementary propositions there will be numerous examples
of propositional atoms which fail to meet the test of independence, and thus fail to be
elementary in the sense of the theory. The question therefore arises of whether, aside
from the fruitless search for “complete” analyses, there is any way the theory can ac-
commodate such cases. Although there is an extensive secondary literature devoted
to this issue, to our knowledge, no one has observed that there is a completely natural
and easily motivated restriction on the requirement of independence which yields a
salvageable form of the doctrine of elementary propositions. Moreover, it is in this
form that the theory appears to have been advanced by Russell in his lectures of 1918,
published as [16].

First, let us recall that the idea behind atomism as aphysical hypothesis is that
the world consists of physically separable and independent components.11 This sug-
gests thatlogical atomism consists in the substitution of “logically separable and in-
dependent components” for “physically separable and independent components,” an
interpretation borne out by Russell’s own explanations:

When I say logic is atomistic, I mean that I share the common-sense belief that
there are many separate things ([16], p. 178).

...the chief thesis that I have to maintain is the legitimacy of analysis, because
if one goes into what I call Logical Atomism that means that one does believe
the world can be analyzed into a number of separate things with relations and
so forth...([16], p. 189).

And after introducing (in [16], Lecture II) the notion of a ‘particular’, which Russell
compares with the classical notion of a substance, he explains that

...each particular has its being independently of any other and does not depend
upon anything else for the logical possibility of its existence ([16], p. 203).

Thus, for Russell, it is, in the first instance, things or particulars that are independent,
not facts or propositions—a remark which bears comparison with§1 of theTractatus,
especially:

1.2 The world divides into facts.

1.21 Each item can be the case or not the case while everything else remains
the same.

But how are we to understand the proposal that onething is logically independent of
another? Isn’t logical independence a relation among propositions, or perhaps, facts
(states of affairs)?
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Now, in fact, it is not so difficult as it might first appear to make sense of the
idea that things are independent. In quantum physics the assertion that two physical
systems,S and S′, are independent is elliptical for the claim that ifZ is the phase
space ofS, andZ ′,the phase space ofS′, then the phase space of the combined sys-
tem, S + S′, is given by the tensor productZ ⊗ Z ′ of the two phase spaces, and the
state of the combined system is simply the product of the states of the components.
In classical (particle) mechanics the independence would be represented by the claim
that the phase space of the combined system is just the Cartesian product� × � of
the phase spaces� and�′ of S andS′, respectively. Both representations make ex-
plicit the idea that the independence ofS andS′ is based on the possibility of a rep-
resentation of their respective magnitudes or properties under which they turn out to
be algebraically independent in the sense explained earlier. This is the salient fea-
ture of both the classical and the quantum mechanical representations ofS + S′. So
there is a sense in which the independence of things reduces to the independence of
properties and propositions after all: roughly, independence of things consists in the
independence of properties and propositions involving distinct things. In this sense,
independence concerns thewhole family of properties ofS and their relation to those
of another systemS′,when nothing more is known of the two systems beyond the fact
that they are two.

We should, at this point, emphasize a difference in the historical claims we are
making regarding Russell and Wittgenstein. Although Russell’s suggestions concern-
ing the field of the relation of independence are, we contend, properly captured by the
product constructions physicists employ in their representation of composite systems,
we are not claiming that these mathematical constructions were in any way proposed
by Russell as appropriate explications of his notion of independence. We do, how-
ever, see Wittgenstein as having explicitly articulated the central characteristics of
the notion of a free generator, the basic mathematical idea underlying his conception
of the independence of elementary propositions and atomic facts.

As we have presented it, atomism is a philosophical doctrine principally con-
cerned with advancing the claim that there are independent facts (Wittgenstein) or
the claim that there are independent things (Russell). Thus formulated, it is coinci-
dental to either form of the doctrine whether the algebra of propositions associated
with S(S′, or S + S′) is, in the Boolean algebraic sense,atomic (i.e., contains mini-
mal nonzero elements, technically called ‘atoms’), since independence makes sense
whether or not the algebra is atomic. Certainly, Wittgenstein’s elementary proposi-
tions are not atomic in this sense, since atoms are not independent, but exclude one
another. Moreover, if the initial stock of sentence letters is infinite, thenPROPis, in
the algebraic sense,atomless anda fortiori nonatomic. This is easily seen by noticing
that if ϕ is any noncontradictory proposition andp aproposition letter not occurring
in ϕ, then, in the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra, the equivalence class of the element
ϕ & p is strictly less than that ofϕ. (A similar remark holds forPRED.12.) As for the
view we have attributed to Russell, there are of course independent propositions (as
well as independent elementary propositions) in the representation ofS + S′—this is
the whole point of the tensor product and coproduct representations of (respectively)
quantum and classical mechanical systems.13 But they are not atomic propositions in
the sense of being atoms of the lattice of subspaces ofZ ⊗ Z ′ or of the Boolean algebra
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of subsets of� × �. Again, if there are atoms, they are not independent but exclude
one another. (In quantum mechanics, this is true only of “comeasurable” atoms.) But
an atom associated withS is independent of an atom associated withS′ in their rep-
resentation (as nonatoms) in the (quantum or classical mechanical) algebra of propo-
sitions associated withS + S′.14

It is unlikely that Wittgenstein could have embraced Russellian independence,
since it is so obviously motivated by Russell’s preoccupation with British Idealism
and the view that atomism is first and foremost a reaction to this tradition. Thus, for
example, at 4.128 we read:

Logical forms arewithout number.

Hence there are no privileged numbers in logic, and hence there is no possibility
of philosophical monism or pluralism, etc.

Indeed, juxtaposing Wittgenstein’s doctrine of elementary propositions with Rus-
sell’s conception of atomism suggests that Wittgenstein sought to free atomism from
its connection with traditional metaphysical issues by displaying notions of inde-
pendence and atomicity which do not require the truth of one or another “pseudo-
proposition” concerning the number of things. (Cf. also, 4.1272, paragraphs 4 and
5.) The point that we see Russell as having recognized is that in any application of
the doctrine—in any material use of the notions of atomicity and independence—the
significance of these notions will emerge from their applications to pluralities of phys-
ical (or whatever kinds of) systems. And in this he seems to have been right: Russell’s
notion of independence is preserved by the physicist’s notion of ‘logical’ (i.e., phase)
space, whereas Wittgenstein’s is not. This is the intuition we see Wittgenstein to have
lost sight of after his initial success in recovering the ‘pure cases’ ofPROPandPRED.

Our contention that the core of the doctrine of elementary propositions is sal-
vageable rests on the observation that although atomic sentences expressing proper-
ties of a single object may not be independent inPREDT , it is perfectly possible for
quantifier-free sentences expressing properties ofdifferent objects to be independent.
Moreover, individual atomic sentences can, under these conditions, still becontin-
gent with respect toT. These desiderata are close to those Russell required of logical
atomism.

To further clarify the point, let us introduce the concept of aRussellian theory.
For eachc ∈ C let Alg(c) be the subalgebra ofPREDT consisting of quantifier-free
sentences containing exactly the constantc. We shall call the theoryT Russellian if
(1) for any atomic sentenceσ, neitherσ nor ¬σ is provable inT ; (2) the Alg(c) for
c ∈ C areindependent subalgebras ofPREDT : that is, for distinctc1, . . . , cn, if σ1 ∈
Alg(c1), . . . , σn ∈ Alg(cn) andσ1 & . . . & σn is inconsistent inT , then at least one
σi is refutable inT .

Notice that it would be unreasonable to expect condition (2) to be satisfied by
sentences involving relations and quantifiers. For example, ifσ1 is the sentence
∀yRc1y andσ2 is the sentence∃xRxc2, then clearlyσ1 & ¬σ2, being a logical con-
tradiction, is inconsistent inT , but there is no reason to suppose that eitherσ1 or ¬σ2

is refutable inT .
In [15], §§212–16, Russell discusses two views of relations which he calls the

monadistic andmonistic views. The monadistic view he attributes to Leibniz and
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Lotze, the monistic view, to Spinoza and Bradley. Both views share the common as-
sumption that all propositions consist of a subject and (a monadic) predicate, and both
require that any proposition which appears to attribute a relation to two or more in-
dividuals (“terms,” as Russell says) must be given an analysis into subject-predicate
form. The views differ in certain crucial respects on how this analysis is to be carried
out. But for our purposes, what is interesting is the common framework they share.
Following Russell’s exposition, this common framework consists in the requirement
that all propositions are of subject-predicate form, together with the corollary, which
this is held to imply, that there are noexternal relations, relations which Russell char-
acterizes as “implying no complexity in either of the related terms” ([15], §214).

For the theories in question, the analysis of relational propositions containing
asymmetric relations poses a special difficulty, since, in such cases, the analysis must
not only show the existence of complexity in the related terms; it must also display
an “intrinsic difference” between the terms of the relation:

we should be forced, in all cases of asymmetrical relations, to admit a specific
difference between the related terms, although no analysis of either singly will
reveal any relevant property which it possesses and the other lacks ([15], §214).

Russell’s discussion is subtle and complex, drawing as it does on a variety of meta-
physical and logical concerns. To do it justice would require a separate paper. We
do, however, think that our discussion of Russellian independence constitutes a de-
velopment of one strand of this complex family of issues. It seems evident that the
existence of external relations—the possibility, in other words, that two individuals
can sustain a relation without this affecting their “individual complexity”—can be
usefully compared to the thesis that there are independent things. When this is done,
the absence of individual complexity simply becomes the independence of the char-
acterizing algebras Alg(c1) and Alg(c2), and Russell’s defense of external relations
appears as an early anticipation of the stress he was later to place on independence.

Let M be a theory formulated in the pure predicate calculus. We observe that in
contrast with the theory of theTractatus, it is perfectly possible forM to be Russel-
lian even thoughPREDM is not freely generated: relative toM, atomic propositions
concerning the same object fail to be independent, but atomic—even just quantifier-
free—propositions concerning different objects can be independent. It can even be
shown that atomic propositions generatePREDM. Thus, for Russellian theories, the
doctrine of elementary propositions is salvageable, albeit in the weaker sense that
only selected finite sets of elementary propositions are independent. To provide a
foundation for these claims, we conclude with a very simple example of a Russellian
theory.15

Let W consist of the stars in the visible universe. InW the only properties pos-
sessed by these individuals aremass andluminosity; the only relations to which they
are subject aremore massive than andbrighter than. Wewill also suppose that mass
and luminosity are quantized, so that measurements of these quantities always result
in whole numbers. Thus we writeMi(x) for “ x has massi,” Li(x) for “ x has lu-
minosity i.” So we assume that the language forW contains, in addition to a name
for each star, predicate symbolsM1, M2, . . . ; L1, L2, . . . and relation symbolsH (for
more massive than) and B (for brighter than). The theoryM of W will express the
mutual incompatibility of theMi and of theLi, and the assumption that theMi and
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the Li are enumerated in increasing order of mass and luminosity, respectively. That
is, M has axioms:

∀x[Mi(x) → ¬M j(x)] for i �= j

∀x[Li(x) → ¬L j(x)] for i �= j

∀x, y[Mi(y) & M j(x) → H(x, y)] for i < j

∀x, y[Li(y) & L j(x) → B(x, y)] for i < j.

It can be shown thatM is Russellian, and thatW is a “logically atomistic world.”
There seems to be nothing to prevent the theories of better approximations to the ac-
tual world—or even the theory of the actual world itself—from being Russellian. The
fact that the standard classical and quantum mechanical representations of composite
systems are Russellian lends further credibility to this observation.
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NOTES

1. With one exception (4.0312, for which we use Ogden’s translation) all quotations from
theTractatus are in the translation of Pears and McGuinness (Wittgenstein [21]).

2. Here and elsewhere we ignore Wittgenstein’s emphasis, in theTractatus, on the Sheffer
stroke, and consider generation with respect to the Boolean operations,∩,∪, *, and their
propositional analogues, &,∨,¬.

3. Notice that when Wittgenstein says, “I dissociate the conceptall from truth-functions”
(5.521), he doesnot mean that he separates thequantifiers from truth-functions. As
Mounce has observed, for Wittgenstein the notion of generality is not expressed by the
quantifier but by our use of free variables. Cf. Mounce [9], pp. 68f.

4. On the peculiar centrality which the logicist tradition accorded the Sheffer stroke, see
Goldfarb [4].

5. Everyone knows that although elementary propositions are supposed to be independent,
there are difficulties in the way of combining independence and atomicity. But so far as
we are aware, it has generally been missed that the combination is perfectly coherent,
and indeed, mathematically fruitful, in the “pure” cases ofPROPandPRED. The state of
the secondary literature on this point is well represented by Rosenberg [14].

6. See Russell [16], Lecture II. Although a notion of a negative fact occurs in theTractatus
(at 2.06), it is defined—in contradistinction to Russell—as the nonexistence of an atomic
fact.

7. A simple example, illustrating this situation, is afforded by the Boolean algebra B16

of 16 elements associated with the propositional calculus over the proposition letters
p and q. This is the algebra whose elements are listed in the table given at 5.101.
If we follow Wittgenstein’s table, the elementary propositionsp and q are identi-
fied with the truth functions [TTFF] and [TFTF], respectively. [TTTT] and [FFFF]
are, respectively, the unit and the zero of the algebra, and the minimal nonzero ele-
ments of the algebra are [TFFF], [FTFF], [FFTF] and [FFFT]. In this example,E =
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{p, q}; and i[ E] = {[TTFF], [TFTF]}, which is a free set of generators of B16. But
(for example) [FFTT], [FTFT] isalso a free set of generators of B16 (as are the pairs
{[TTFF], [FTFT]} & {[FFTT], [TFTF]}). Each pair represents a different choice of in-
jection of p andq into B16.

8. The positive/negative terminology can be somewhat confusing. Thus, Anscombe says
of elementary propositions that they are “essentially positive,” meaning by this that
there are no negative facts in the sense in which Russell supposed there to be nega-
tive facts. As noted in the text, we take the rejection of Russellian negative facts to
be the point of the observation of Ramsey which we are elucidating; given this under-
standing of the positive/negative distinction, we agree with Anscombe that elementary
propositions—the propositions to which atomic facts correspond—are ‘essentially pos-
itive.’ See Anscombe [2], pp. 31–33. For Wittgenstein’s discussion of bipolarity, see
Wittgenstein [20] §I. On Wittgenstein’s use of bipolarity in connection with the funda-
mental thought, see McGuinness [8].

9. Cf. for example, [14]. For an interesting discussion of mathematical multiplicity, gener-
ality and the picture theory of theTractatus, see Kremer [7].

10. Indeed, vector spaces are an exact analogue of the freely generated structures Wittgen-
stein considered, every vector space being freely generated by a set of basis vectors.

11. We ignore the question (which we grant is a real one) whether this formulation of the
physical hypothesis of atomism is supported in its entirety by quantum mechanics. Our
claims regarding quantum mechanics, which concern only the most general aspects of
its representation of composite systems, do not depend on the resolution of this issue.

12. For a different view of Russell’s and Wittgenstein’s atomism, see Skyrms [18]. Skyrms
argues that Russell and Wittgenstein differ over the coherence of supposing that the al-
gebra of properties of a physical system is, or is not, atomless, with Russell allowing for
this possibility, and Wittgenstein arguing against it. It is, however, unclear to us how
Skyrms’s discussion is related to our exposition, since, as noted in the text,PROPand
PRED—though atomless—areperfect models of Wittgenstein’s doctrine of elementary
propositions.

13. For the coproduct of Boolean algebras, see Sikorski [17], §13, where the coproduct is
called “the Boolean product.” A closely analogous characterization of the tensor product
of the lattice of subspaces of vector spaces is given in Stairs [19].

14. For further discussion of the concept of independence in elementary (i.e. nonrelativistic)
quantum mechanics and in quantum field theory, see Rédei [13].

15. A simple but nontrivial example: for it is easily shown that theempty theory is Russel-
lian.
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